china's south-north Water Diversion scheme is intended to improve north china's water resources by channelling water from the Yangzi to the Yellow river basin along three routes, two of which are currently under construction. the third is planned to be established by 2050. although recent official rhetoric stresses a 'harmonious coexistence of mankind with nature', the official water diversion project entails a large-scale transformation of nature by human hands. however, governmental institutions legitimise the project as an inevitable step in the securing of china's sustainable development.
Introduction
officially, the slogan 'harmonious coexistence of mankind with nature' (ren yu ziran hexie xiangchu)1 is part of the chinese government's strategy to build a 'socialist harmonious society' (shehui zhuyi hexie shehui), which has been approved in october 2006 at the sixth Plenum of the 16th chinese communist Party (ccP) central committee under the guidance of the hu Jintao administration.2 contrary to maoist ideas of struggling against nature,3 the slogan of 'harmonious coexistence' redefines the officially desired mankind-nature relationship as a harmonious one. even though (or perhaps because) this signifies a paradigmatic shift in the official perception of the mankind-nature relationship, 'traditional' chinese ideas are called upon to create a sense of continuity. in the face of grave environmental challenges in china, the slogan expresses the government's awareness of the need to create a new environmental consciousness among the people.
in this paper, i will analyse the slogan of 'harmonious coexistence of mankind with nature' on the basis of the south-north Water Diversion Project (nanshui beidiao gongcheng, henceforth snWDP) as a case study. the project is in the process of construction today and is meant to improve north china's water resources through the artificial delivery of additional water from south china. Due to its scale and scope the project can only be understood as a venture that fundamentally transforms nature and subjects it to human control. however, it is depicted as rebuilding the 'harmonious coexistence of mankind with nature', a concept that seemingly aims to re-establish a balance, which has been disturbed by actions inspired by 'modernist' ideas about dominating nature.4 this observation reveals the 
